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Abstract
In this paper we present the results of parallel numerical computations of the long-
term dynamics of linked vortex filaments in a three-dimensional FitzHugh-Nagumo
excitable medium. In particular, we study all torus links with no more than 12 crossings
and identify a timescale over which the dynamics is regular in the sense that each link
is well-described by a spinning rigid conformation of fixed size that propagates at
constant speed along the axis of rotation. We compute the properties of these links
and demonstrate that they have a simple dependence on the crossing number of the
link for a fixed number of link components. Furthermore, we find that instabilities that
exist over longer timescales in the bulk can be removed by boundary interactions that
yield stable torus links which settle snugly at the medium boundary. The Borromean
rings are used as an example of a non-torus link to demonstrate both the irregular
tumbling dynamics that arises in the bulk and its suppression by a tight confining
medium. Finally, we investigate the collision of torus links and reveal that this produces
a complicated wrestling motion where one torus link can eventually dominate over the
other by pushing it into the boundary of the medium.
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1 Introduction
Ever since the pioneering work of Lord Kelvin [1], there has been a fascination with the
study of knotted and linked vortex filaments. Recent research on this topic covers many
areas including hydrodynamics [2], optics [3], liquid crystals [4], relativistic field theory [5],
atomic condensates [6] and ferromagnetic materials [7]. The host system of interest in the
present paper is that of an excitable medium, specifically the FitzHugh-Nagumo medium
[8, 9], that is used to model electrical waves in cardiac tissue [10] and neurons [11].
The FitzHugh-Nagumo equation is a nonlinear partial differential equation of reaction-
diffusion type, so the evolution of spiral wave vortex filaments takes place within the realm
of non-equilibrium dynamics. It is therefore perhaps surprising that several decades ago it
was hypothesized that knotted or linked vortex filaments in this excitable medium might
preserve topology, as a result of short-range repulsive interactions between filaments [12].
Numerical evidence for this conjecture has been found by direct long-term evolution [13] and
by complex untangling dynamics of vortex filaments without untying [14].
The preservation of topology alone is not sufficient to conclude that a steady regular
conformation of the filament emerges at late times. Indeed the generic case for knots is a
permanently irregular (though topology-preserving) evolution in the bulk of the medium,
but it has been found that torus knot filaments can be stabilized by their interaction with
the medium boundary, where they settle to particular conformations that appear to be
stable attractors of the confined system [15]. The twist of a filament, which is an automatic
consequence of filament linking or threading [16], plays a crucial role in the evolution. It has
been shown that linked vortex rings can have enhanced stability compared to their unlinked
counterparts, with the linking inherently yielding a non-vanishing total twist of the ring
[17, 18]. Furthermore, twist can mediate long-range interactions between vortex rings [19].
This suggests that there might be differences in the dynamics of knots and links due to the
fact that local twist can only be redistributed around each component of a link and cannot
be shifted between different components.
In this paper, we systematically study the dynamics of filament links, including all torus
links with no more than 12 crossings. First, we show that all these torus links can be
stabilized by the boundary of the medium, in analogy to the situation for torus knots. We
introduce new definitions of position and size for a filament link in an excitable medium via
moments of a vorticity. Not only is our definition of size easier to compute than the length of
a link, but we observe that torus links acquire a minimal size that has a simple dependence
on the crossing number of the link and varies with the number of components. For torus links
evolving in the bulk, we find that there is a time interval over which the filament motion is
regular, in the sense that the size, velocity and rotation frequency all remain approximately
constant (when averaged over a spiral vortex period). We find a simple fit for these quantities
as a function of crossing number, but the result depends upon the number of components of
the link.
The evolution of non-torus links is much more involved. The generic outcome is a complex
irregular tumbling dynamics for filaments that typically leads to filaments breaking at the
boundary of the medium. However, there are examples where a confined medium can replace
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this type of dynamics by a regular motion that remains close to the medium boundary, as
demonstrated by the example of the Borromean rings. Finally, we turn our attention to the
collision of a pair of initially well-separated torus links. We consider the simplest case of a
pair of Hopf links and show that if the impact parameter is zero then the pair settle into
a persistent mutual locked configuration but otherwise the evolution is irregular as the pair
wrestle and tumble around each other, leading to a variety of different final outcomes. The
collision of a pair of links with different crossing numbers produces a wrestling between two
unequal opponents and the link with the smallest crossing number can eventually dominate
and push the other link into the boundary of the medium.
2 The FitzHugh-Nagumo equation and filaments
The FitzHugh-Nagumo equation [8, 9] is the archetype of a mathematical model of an
excitable medium and is used as an action potential description of cardiac dynamics [10] and
neuron activity [11]. It is a two-component reaction diffusion equation given by
∂u
∂t
=
1
ε
(u− 1
3
u3 − v) +∇2u, (2.1)
∂v
∂t
= ε(u+ β − γv), (2.2)
where u(r, t), represents the electric potential and v(r, t) is the recovery variable, both being
real-valued physical fields defined throughout the three-dimensional medium with spatial
coordinate r = (x, y, z) and time t. The constants ε, β, γ control the properties of the
medium and the behaviour of the vortex filaments that it hosts. In this paper we choose the
parameter set ε = 0.3, β = 0.7, γ = 0.5, to ensure a positive filament tension for untwisted
filaments with small curvature and to eliminate vortex meander [20].
A two-dimensional medium with these parameter values supports a rotating spiral wave
vortex [20] with a period T = 11.2 and u and v wavefronts in the form of an involute spiral
with a wavelength λ = 21.3. The typical dimensions of our medium will be of the order
of several wavelengths and when we refer to long-term dynamics we mean timescales of
hundreds to thousands of periods. A vortex filament is a structure in a three-dimensional
medium whose local two-dimensional cross-section normal to the filament contains a spiral
wave vortex. A straight filament is the simplest example, in which the two-dimensional
vortex is embedded by assuming independence in the third dimension, but then the filament
must end on the boundary of the medium. The most elementary example of a vortex filament
that is contained entirely within the medium is a vortex ring, where the filament is a circle.
We shall briefly review this well-studied case in the following section, to introduce some
useful concepts, before moving on to our main topic of multiple linked filaments.
To analyze and visualize filaments it is helpful to introduce the quantity
B =∇u×∇v, (2.3)
which we refer to as vorticity, because |B| is highly localized around the vortex filament due
to the fact that in a two-dimensional vortex it is maximal at the centre of the vortex [21].
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Filaments are visualized by plotting tubes given by the isosurface |B| = 0.1, so that the
centrelines of these tubes are the vortex filaments. We illustrate filament twist, as in [19],
by colouring the isosurface by the value of the phase
ϕ = tan−1
(
2(v + 0.4)
u+ 0.4
)
. (2.4)
For filament links (or knots) we define the centre of mass and a concept of size by
calculating moments of the vorticity, as follows. For any vector (or scalar) field w, given
throughout the medium, we define the filament averaged value to be
〈w〉 =
(∫
Ω
w|B|4 d3r
)(∫
Ω
|B|4 d3r
)−1
, (2.5)
where Ω is the domain of the medium. The position of a link is defined to be ro = 〈r〉 and
hence its velocity is r˙o, where dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. As all the
links we consider have a non-zero velocity, we can define the projector P , that projects any
vector field w onto the plane perpendicular to the link velocity, by
Pw = w − r˙o|r˙o|2 (w · r˙o). (2.6)
We define the size of a link, s, as a measure of the transverse extent of the link, using the
formula
s =
√
〈|P(r− ro)|2〉. (2.7)
In the simple case that the filament is a vortex ring, the size should be a good approximation
to the radius of the ring, and indeed it is, as we demonstrate in the next section. In fact
this requirement is the motivation for choosing the quartic average in (2.5) rather than the
more obvious quadratic average. Not only is the size easier to compute than the length of
a link, but it will turn out that it correlates very well with the crossing number of the link,
thereby providing a useful connection between topology and conformation.
An important aspect of filament dynamics is that filaments are continuously emitting
wavefronts that can slap filaments and drive their motion [22]. Some insight into this phe-
nomenon can be found by considering the time evolution of the vorticity,
∂B
∂t
=
(1− ε2γ − u2)
ε
B + (∇2∇u)×∇v. (2.8)
Ignoring the higher derivative term, we see that the interaction between the excitation wave-
front in u and the vorticity is generated by the nonlinear term proportional to u2B. Note
that, in principle, the range of this interaction is limited only by the size of the medium.
However, as excitation waves annihilate on collision with each other, in practice the range
of the interaction depends in a complicated manner of the location of the collision inter-
face. In the simplest case of a pair of parallel straight filaments that are close together, this
interaction typically gives rise to the separation of the filaments to a certain distance, at
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which the the filaments then remain. However, even in the simplest linked case of vortex
rings threaded by straight filaments, it has been found that twist mediated interactions can
produce complicated dynamics that can even reverse the direction of motion of a ring [19].
The dynamics of linked filaments, with multiple twisted components, is expected to be even
more complicated.
Torus links are classified by a pair of integers p ≥ q > 1 that are not coprime. We denote
such a torus link by the notation TL(p, q), where the two integers count the number of times
that the link winds around the poloidal and toroidal directions of the torus on which it may
be inscribed. The (minimal) crossing number of the link is N = p(q− 1) and the number of
components is the greatest common divisor of p and q. Although a knot is technically a one-
component link, in this paper we shall reserve the use of the term link to refer to only those
with multiple components, in order to distinguish filament links from the filament knots that
have been studied previously [15]. There are 9 torus links with crossing number N ≤ 12
and these are depicted in Fig. 1, where they are ordered by increasing crossing number and
colours are used to distinguish the different components of a given link. The link with two
crossings, TL(2, 2), is known as the Hopf link and the link with four crossings, TL(4, 2), is
confusingly known as Solomon’s knot, despite the fact that it is a link and not a knot.
Figure 1: The 9 torus links with crossing number no greater than 12. The links are ordered
by crossing number and the colours distinguish the different components of the link.
Initial conditions for torus links in the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation are obtained using
Milnor maps [23], as described in [13]. Explicitly, the spatial coordinate r = (x, y, z) is
mapped to the complex coordinates (η, ζ), that lie on a unit three-sphere in C2, via
(η, ζ) =
1
x2 + y2 + z2 + L2
(
2L(x+ iy), x2 + y2 + z2 − L2 + 2iLz), (2.9)
where the real constant L is positive and simply sets the length scale of the initial link.
Initial fields for the torus link TL(p, q) are given by
u(r, 0) = 2<(ηp + ζq)− 0.4, v(r, 0) = =(ηp + ζq)− 0.4, (2.10)
where < and = denote the real and imaginary parts. This creates a torus link with an
initial position on the z-axis, ro = (0, 0, zo), and an initial velocity aligned with this axis,
r˙o = (0, 0, z˙o).
To provide initial conditions for any non-torus link we apply the method introduced in
[14]. This involves specifying discrete linear segments for each component of the link and
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computing the vector field defined by a Biot-Savart integral along the discretized link. The
initial fields u(r, 0) and v(r, 0) are then obtained from the value of the scalar potential of
the vector field, calculated as a line integral. Note that the same method can also be used
to provide initial conditions for torus links, but the approach using Milnor maps is more
convenient.
We employ parallel numerical computations to calculate solutions of the FitzHugh-
Nagumo equation (2.2) using standard methods, with time evolution performed using a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with timestep ∆t = 0.1 and spatial derivatives calcu-
lated using the discrete cosine transform with a lattice spacing ∆x = 0.5. The shape of the
medium is a cuboid, with faces normal to the coordinate axes, on which no-flux (Neumann)
boundary conditions are imposed.
3 Dynamics of torus links
Before we turn our attention to torus links, we first illustrate our use of vorticity moments
to determine size and position by considering the well-studied case of a single vortex ring.
A motivation for introducing our new definition of the size of a filament link is to provide
a simple method to interpret the data, without the need to resort to more involved com-
putations, such as computing the length of a filament via a discrete Fourier transform and
interpolation [15].
It is been derived analytically and demonstrated numerically that in the case of positive
filament tension the period-averaged radius R(t) of an initially large circular vortex ring
shrinks according to the formula R2(t) = R2(0) − 2τt, where the positive constant τ is by
definition the filament tension [24, 25]. As it shrinks, the vortex ring propagates along its
symmetry axis. Once the ring attains its minimal radius the evolution enters a second regime
where both the period-averaged radius and the period-averaged speed remain constant. The
black dots in Fig. 2 reproduce the data from [19], that uses a standard interpolation method
to locate the filament and compute its position and length. The oscillating curves are
numerical fits to this data and the lines are the analytic approximations for the period-
averaged values. The vortex ring is initialized so that the z-axis is the axis of symmetry and
the position refers to the centre of mass along this axis. The red circles in Fig. 2 denote
the position ro = (0, 0, zo) and square of the size s
2 computed using the definitions in the
previous section from the moments of the vorticity. It is clear that the new method produces
results that are in excellent agreement with the more traditional computation. Given the
ease of calculating vorticity moments, we shall use this method in our analysis of links. As
mentioned earlier, the excellent agreement between the results for the two methods is the
motivation for choosing the quartic average in (2.5).
Using the initial conditions described in the previous section, we make a systematic study
of the dynamics of all torus links with crossing number no greater than 12. The simplest
example, the Hopf link, is presented in Fig. 3, where the upper images display the evolution
of the link filament and the lower images also include wavefronts given by u = 0 isosurfaces.
Filaments and wavefronts are coloured according to the value of the phase ϕ in order to
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Figure 2: The dynamics of the square of the radius (upper image) and the position along
the symmetry axis (lower image) of a single vortex ring. The black dots represent numerical
data computed using the more traditional method of interpolation and the red circles use the
new method of vorticity moments. It can be seen that the results from these two methods
agree and match very well to the oscillating curves that are fits to the numerical data. The
lines are the analytic approximations for the period-averaged values. There are two regimes,
one where the radius shrinks and one where the radius remains constant. The speed of the
ring is constant in the regime where the radius is constant. Insets show magnified regions of
the data and fits.
illustrate twist. This colouring confirms that each component of the link is twisted through
one total revolution, in agreement with the general theorem [16] that for each component of
a link the total twist (defined with an appropriate sign convention) is equal to the sum of
its linking numbers with all components. The twisting of each filament results in a time lag
for wave emission at different points along the filament and the overall motion of the link is
a translation along the z-axis accompanied by a rotation around this axis.
We have found a similar evolution for all torus links with crossing number up to 12,
with all displaying a rigid rotation and translation with a well-defined minimal size, in
analogy to previous results on torus knots [15]. A priori, the same behaviour for knots and
links is not guaranteed because links have additional degrees of freedom. In particular, an
important difference for links is that once a component develops a local excess of twist, other
components cannot participate in reducing and redistributing this twist. This contrasts with
the situation for a knot, where the whole length of the filament can participate in reducing
the local twist rate to a minimum.
The results presented in Fig. 4 display detailed information about the motion and size of
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Figure 3: The dynamics of a Hopf link. The upper images display the evolution of the
filament of the link, coloured by the phase ϕ to illustrate twist. The lower images are
reproductions of the upper images but also show wavefronts given by u = 0 isosurfaces
coloured by the value of the phase, with a quarter of each plot removed to aid visualization.
The waves emitted from both components of the link yields a mutual slapping and the overall
result is a rotation and translation of the link.
torus links and how these properties relate to the crossing number N of the link. In Fig. 4(a)
the position zo along the z-axis is shown as a function of time for all 2-component links with
N ≤ 12. Similar data has been obtained for the torus links with 3 and 4 components but
for clarity these results are not shown on this figure. The dynamics can be described by
three different stages. For each link there is an initial transient stage as the filaments of the
link are formed and the link can move either up or down the axis in a manner that depends
on the details of the initial condition. In the second stage the link has attained its minimal
size and travels within the bulk of the medium at an approximately constant speed z˙o. This
stage of the motion emulates the behaviour found in the second regime of motion for a vortex
ring, where the ring travels at a constant speed once it has acquired its minimal size. In the
third stage the link has settled snugly at the boundary of the medium, given by z = 50 for
N = 2, z = 40 for N = 4, and z = 25 for N ≥ 6, to reflect the different speeds of these links.
Note that the torus link TL(12, 2) has not quite reached the boundary in the time displayed
in Fig. 4(a). This third stage of the motion has no analogue for the vortex ring, as the ring
annihilates with its mirror image on reaching the boundary of the medium.
The evolution of the size s of the link is shown in Fig. 4(b) for all 9 torus links with
N ≤ 12, with colour coding for the number of components of the link. After the transient
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Figure 4: The size and motion of torus links. (a) the position zo along the symmetry axis
as a function of time for all 6 of the 2-component torus links with crossing number N ≤ 12.
(b) the size s as a function of time for all 9 torus links with crossing number N ≤ 12. Black,
blue and red curves denote links with 2, 3 and 4-components. (c) the speed z˙o, during regular
bulk motion, as a function of crossing number N for all 6 of the 2-component torus links
with N ≤ 12, plus N = 20 (black crosses) and the vortex ring (red circle). The curve is the
fit (3.1). (d) The final size of the links at the medium boundary as a function of crossing
number N . Black crosses correspond to all 6 of the 2-component torus links with N ≤ 12
plus N = 20. Blue and red crosses denote torus links with 3 and 4 components and the red
circle is the vortex ring. The curve is the fit (3.2) for the 2-component links.
Figure 5: The rotation period for torus links at the medium boundary, (a) as a function of
the crossing number N , (b) as a function of the final size sf of the link. Black, blue and red
crosses correspond to links with 2, 3 and 4 components respectively. The curve in (a) is the
fit (3.3) and the the curve in (b) is obtained by combining the fit (3.3) with the fit (3.2).
first stage, there is a rapid decrease in size to an asymptotic minimal size, sf , and this final
size is maintained when the link settles at the boundary in the third stage of the motion.
The speed during the second phase of the motion is plotted as a function of crossing number
N in Fig. 4(c) for all 6 of the 2-component torus links with N ≤ 12, plus N = 20 (black
crosses) and the vortex ring (red circle). The curve is a reciprocal linear fit to the data given
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by
z˙o =
0.088
N + 0.785
. (3.1)
Note that setting N = 0 in the above formula does not provide a good approximation for
the speed of the vortex ring, suggesting that this formula only applies to 2-component torus
links.
The final size sf of each torus link, computed once it has settled at the boundary, is
plotted in Fig. 4(d), as a function of the crossing number N . The crosses are colour coded,
black for 2-component links, blue for 3-component links and red for the 4-component link.
The red circle is the size of the vortex ring. The final size of 2-component torus links displays
an almost linear dependence on the crossing number, with the optimal quadratic fit to the
data given by
sf = 4.249 + 3.151N + 0.017N
2, (3.2)
where we note the small coefficient of the quadratic term. This fit is included as the curve in
Fig. 4(d), where we see that it provides an excellent estimate for the final size of 2-component
links, but is not applicable to links with more than 2 components. Setting N = 0 in formula
(3.2) does provide a reasonable estimate for the size of the vortex ring, suggesting that the
first term in (3.2) might be universal but that the remaining coefficients depend on the
number of components of the link.
Once a torus link settles at the boundary of the medium then obviously its speed is zero,
however, the link continues to rotate about an axis normal to the boundary and therefore
we can compute the period P of this rotation. The results of these calculations are shown by
the crosses in Fig. 5, where we use the same colour coded scheme as earlier to indicate the
number of components of the link. A quadratic fit to the data for 2-component links gives
the following approximate formula for the period P as a function of crossing number N
P = 643 + 143N + 3.7N2. (3.3)
In Fig. 5(a) it can be seen that this approximation also provides a reasonable estimate of the
period of the 3-component and 4-component links with N ≤ 12, suggesting that the rotation
period may have a universal behaviour that is independent of the number of components of
the link. As shown earlier, the size of the link does depend on the number of components,
so this implies that there cannot be a component-independent relation between the rotation
period and the final size of the link. This is confirmed by the plot in Fig. 5(b), where the
rotation period is shown as a function of the final size and the curve obtained by combining
the expressions (3.2) and (3.3) provides a good estimate for 2-component links, but not for
links with more components.
As the rotation period increases with crossing number N , we expect that the rotation
frequency tends to zero in the asymptotic limit of large N . This can be understood intuitively
by observing the dynamics with a fine time resolution, where it becomes clear that the
rotation is not smooth but rather can be described as a two steps forward, one step back
type of motion, similar to the escapement mechanism of a clock. In other words, the link
first rotates in one direction and then rotates in the opposite direction by a smaller amount.
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As the crossing number increases the forward and backward steps become more comparable,
presumably because there is less difference between the inner and outer parts of the filament
as it winds around the torus, and the result is a decrease in the net rotation frequency.
4 Dynamics of the Borromean rings
The generic dynamics for links that begin their evolution in the bulk of a medium is an
irregular tumbling dynamics that preserves topology but not conformation and eventually
leads to filaments breaking at the boundary of the medium. The regular dynamics of torus
links presented in the previous section is exceptional behaviour and mirrors that found previ-
ously for torus knots [15]. For both torus knots and torus links, sufficiently symmetric initial
conditions produce translational motion and if the knot or link can reach the boundary of
the medium before any instabilities have developed then a boundary stabilized configuration
with a periodic evolution is obtained.
Figure 6: The same symmetric initial condition for Borromean rings leads to irregular tum-
bling dynamics in a sufficiently large medium (upper panel) but regular dynamics near the
boundary of a more tightly confined medium (lower panel). Note that the total simulation
time is much greater for the lower panel and that the scale is slightly different in the two
panels because the medium in the upper panel is slightly larger. Eventually the tumbling
dynamics leads to the filament breaking (not shown) at the boundary of the medium.
As we have seen, as the crossing number of a torus link increases then its speed decreases,
hence it takes longer to reach the medium boundary and this gives more time for any in-
stability to develop. The computations of the speed of torus links presented in the previous
section require a sufficient period of regular translational motion within the bulk. Even for
the torus links with crossing number no greater than 12, we found that the link TL(4, 4) did
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not travel a sufficient distance during regular motion to be able to reliably assign a speed.
However, links with this type of behaviour can be stabilized by creating the link sufficiently
close to the boundary of the medium and this allows the size of the link to be computed.
A striking demonstration of the difference between bulk evolution and boundary stabilized
dynamics is provided by considering the Borromean rings: a 3-component non-torus link with
crossing number N = 6. This link is a particularly interesting example because the three
components are linked, but not pairwise, thus all the component filaments have zero total
twist, unlike any of the torus links. The initial condition for the Borromean rings is obtained
using the method for non-torus links discussed in section 2, and the associated filament is
shown in the first image in both the upper and lower panels of Fig. 6.
The evolution shown in the upper panel in Fig. 6 is for a medium with the dimensions
−90 ≤ x, y ≤ 90 and −50 ≤ z ≤ 80. This medium is sufficiently large that bulk evolution
ensues. The length of the link initially decreases and although each component has zero
total twist, regions of locally large twist rate develop, as evidenced by the colouring of the
filament. The filament dynamics becomes increasingly irregular and the link tumbles through
the medium until eventually it approaches a boundary of the medium and a filament breaks
at this boundary (not shown). Note that up until the point at which the filament breaks at
the boundary, the topology is preserved as there are no filament reconnections, despite the
irregular motion of each component.
The lower panel in Fig. 6 displays the contrasting evolution using the same initial con-
dition in a slightly smaller and much thinner medium with dimensions −80 ≤ x, y ≤ 80
and 0 ≤ z ≤ 30. In this case the motion is regular with the link maintaining its size and
a conformation that is not quite as symmetric as the initial condition but is similar. This
boundary stabilized link rotates in the same manner found earlier for torus links that sit
snuggly at the boundary of the medium, and its stability has been tested over thousands of
rotation periods of the underlying vortex that forms the filaments.
The boundary stabilization of vortex rings has recently been demonstrated in experiments
on chemical excitable media [26, 27] that are modelled by reaction diffusion equations with a
very similar structure to the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation. It therefore appears that boundary
stabilization is a generic phenomenon that applies to vortex rings, knots and links across a
range of excitable media.
5 Colliding links
In this section we consider the collision of a pair of initially well-separated links moving in
opposite directions. As we have already seen, a link can snuggly sit indefinitely at a no-flux
boundary of the medium and this is equivalent to the collision of a link in the bulk with its
mirror image. The mirror image of a link in the boundary z = 0 is obtained by making the
replacement (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y,−z), and this reverses the direction of motion of the link. A
less symmetric initial condition for a collision can be initiated by applying the transformation
(x, y, z) 7→ (x,−y,−z) to obtain the second link, rather than using the mirror image. This
transformation also reverses the direction of motion of the link but yields a pair of contra-
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rotating links, instead of the co-rotation that follows from using the mirror image. We shall
consider contra-rotating links in all the collisions presented in this section, as this is the less
symmetric situation. This simplest example, a pair of Hopf links, is displayed in Fig. 7, where
the first image shows the links just before the collision and the second image demonstrates
the stalemate of mutual blocking that persists after thousands of rotation periods of the
constituent vortex cores. Despite the contra-rotation, the links sit snuggly together in a
comparable manner to a single link at a no-flux boundary. Similar results are obtained for
other torus links and knots in the head-on collision of an identical pair.
Figure 7: The head-on collision of a pair of contra-rotating Hopf links results in a stalemate
of mutual blocking.
Figure 8: The collision of a pair of Hopf links with a non-zero impact parameter produces
a complex irregular tumbling evolution, where the two links wrestle each other until the
filament of one link breaks at the boundary. The upper and lower panels show the filaments
at four different times from two different viewing angles.
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Figure 9: The head-on collision of a Hopf link with Solomon’s knot. The Hopf link pushes
Solomon’s knot to the boundary and permanently traps it there.
Figure 10: A head-on collision of a Hopf link with a trefoil knot. The upper and lower
panels show the filaments at four different times from two different viewing angles. The Hopf
link pushes the trefoil to the bottom boundary but the asymmetry of the pair allows the
trefoil to escape to the side. After an irregular tumbling motion, where the link and knot
wrestle each other and change conformation, the knot is pushed into the boundary and its
filament breaks, leaving a Hopf link that settles snugly at the boundary.
The introduction of a sufficiently large impact parameter for the collision resolves the
stalemate of a head-on collision. The upshot is an irregular tumbling dynamics, where the
links wrestle each other until one link dominates by pushing the other into the boundary,
where the filament breaks. An example is presented in Fig. 8, where the upper and lower
panels show the filaments at four different times from two different viewing angles. Even-
tually, the surviving link comes to rest snuggly at the boundary, forming the boundary
stabilized Hopf link that we have seen earlier. The precise details of the evolution depend
upon the value of the impact parameter and the survival of only a single link is not always
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the eventual outcome. Another possible outcome that we have observed is the formation of
a threaded ring by the breaking of the filament of one link at the boundary, which coexists
with the surviving Hopf link settled at a different region of the boundary.
Next we consider the collision of two links of different types. The example of the head-on
collision of a Hopf link with Solomon’s knot is displayed in Fig. 9. The Hopf link pushes
Solomon’s knot to the boundary, where the whole structure permanently resides with an
unexpected stability. We attribute the dominance of the Hopf link to its speed advantage
over Solomon’s knot. A similar phenomenon has recently been observed in the dynamics
of threaded vortex rings [19], where smaller rings, with a higher twist rate and frequency
of wave emission, travel faster and can push larger rings, even changing their direction of
motion.
Finally, we consider the head-on collision between a link and a knot. The example
with lowest total crossing number is the collision between a Hopf link and a trefoil knot,
presented in Fig. 10, where the upper and lower panels show the filaments at four different
times from two different viewing angles. Once again, the faster moving Hopf link dominates
as it pushes the trefoil knot to the bottom boundary. However, even in a head-on collision the
asymmetry between the knot and the link allows the trefoil a means of escape to the side.
This generates a period of wrestling between unequal opponents, with irregular tumbling
dynamics that results in considerable changes in conformation to both the knot and the link.
Eventually, the attempted escape ends in failure as the Hopf link pushes the trefoil knot
into a side boundary where its filament breaks. The Hopf link then settles at the boundary,
forming the usual boundary stabilized configuration.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the results of parallel numerical computations to system-
atically investigate the dynamics of torus links in the FitzHugh-Nagumo excitable medium.
The results are displayed by using vorticity isosurfaces to identify filaments that are phase-
coloured to illustrate twist. Furthermore, by calculating moments of the vorticity, we have
analyzed the properties, such as speed, size and rotation frequency, of all torus links with
crossing number no greater than 12 and a torus link with crossing number 20 to check asymp-
totics. We found that these properties fit a simple dependence on crossing number for a fixed
number of components of the link.
We have demonstrated that instabilities exist over long timescales for the evolution of
links in the bulk, but that these instabilities can be removed by boundary interactions to
yield stable torus links, in a manner similar to that found earlier for torus knots [15]. As
an example of a non-torus link, we studied the dynamics of the Borromean rings, which is
novel in that the filaments are linked but each has zero total twist. The complexity of the
dynamics of bulk evolution of the Borromean rings is beautifully complex, and yet can be
regularized by boundary interactions through confinement in a sufficiently tight medium.
The fact that filament dynamics is dramatically influenced by the proximity of the medium
boundary is of significant relevance to cardiac applications of the FitzHugh-Nagumo model,
15
because in this context the depth of the medium is comparable to a spiral wavelength, so it
is certainly evolution within a tight confining medium.
Finally, we considered the collision of initially well-separated links. Head-on collisions
lead to regular dynamics with a mutual blocking or trapping of links. However, a non-zero
impact parameter produces irregular tumbling dynamics in which links wrestle with each
other, while substantially varying their conformation, until one link eventually dominates by
pushing the other into the boundary of the medium, where its filament breaks. These results
illustrate the remarkable complexity of filament dynamics that occurs on long timescales,
with bulk evolution preserving filament topology despite considerable changes in conforma-
tion and exotic dynamics. Eventually, regular dynamics prevails once the surviving torus
link has settled at the boundary of the medium.
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